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What is The Writing Process?

+ The Writing Process is a series of actions in the creation 
and production of forming a written work.

+ The Process, while different for everyone, follows the 
same steps.

+ It is ongoing and subject to change.

+ Once figuring out how The Writing Process works best for 
you, your writing will feel more like your own. Writing will 
feel less like a chore, and you will be able to create works 
of substance that have meaning for you.



The Writing Process 
may look different for 
everyone. We are 
going to look at 
the Five Step Writing 
Process:

+ Prewriting

+ Drafting

+ Revising

+ Editing

+ Publishing



Prewriting or Planning Stage
This stage focuses on finding the topic for your paper. What sorts of 
experiences may you need to draw upon to write your paper?

Types of Prewriting might include:

+ Brainstorming

+ Clustering

+ Interviewing

+ Free writing

Talk about each of these Prewriting Techniques. Do they make sense? 
Have you tried them before? Are there others not on this list?



Prewriting or Planning Stage

+ Prewriting is finding an awareness for your writing topic.

+ You will ask yourself a lot of questions during this Stage, and 
that is okay!



Prewriting or Planning Stage

Some questions you may want to consider include:

+ Is your paper: Academic, Personal, or Public?

+ Do you need to do research? Before research, what do you 
already know about the topic you have chosen?

+ What does the topic mean to you? Do you agree or disagree 

with the prompt?

+ What are you trying to prove with your paper?

These questions can help you start the Prewriting 

process!



Drafting Stage

+ The drafting stage can consist of only a few ideas about your 

work to the entire, say, page count expected from your 
professor.

+ There is no true "finished" version of the Drafting Stage.



Drafting Stage

+ This writing stage is not expected to be grammatically 

correct, nor are you expected to have your concepts 
completely explained just yet.

+ Sometimes your Draft may consist of memories or even 

more complex outlines --- almost everything is a draft!



Drafting Stage

Some parts of the Drafting Stage include:

+ Getting your ideas down on paper (or computer screen!)

+ Connecting topics and making associations to and with ideas

+ Creating sentences or paragraphs that reflect your topic

+ Beginning to paraphrase or writing out quotes from your research

+ A draft can be your entire work but in a raw form

The Draft tells us that there is always room for 

improvement!



Revising Stage

+ The Revising and Editing Stages are sometimes seen 
as the same or they flip in order. We are going to 
discuss the Revising Stage separate from the Editing 
Stage.

+ Revising consists of looking at your paper and 
finding the points that may need improvement 
because they are not as clear or concise as you 
wanted them to be. You may have gotten off-topic at 
some point in the Drafting Stage, or your ideas are 
too vague and need more research or support.



Revising Stage

Ask yourself questions:

+ Does your thesis make 

sense?

+ Do your support 

paragraphs reflect the 

true topic of your 

paper?

+ Does your conclusion 

avoid new information?



Revising Stage

+ With revision, you may need to hash out and describe 
certain sections of your paper better -- what may seem 
obvious to you may not seem explained well to your 
audience!

+ You do not need to worry about grammar and spelling in 
this stage, unless it happens to be hindering your ideas 
from being understood.

+ Sentence structure might play a role in your revision 
process.

+ This stage is your chance to make sure your ideas flow 
well, transitions occur, and topics relate to one another.



Editing Stage

+ Having grammar or spelling mistakes is normal for everyone!

+ The Editing Stage will review how your sentence structure 

makes sense in terms of grammar and mechanics, which 
includes punctuation.

+ Subject-verb agreement can be tricky at times. Punctuation, 
when not often used–like the semicolon–, may need to 
be refreshed so that you do not make the same mistakes in 

the future.

+ Once you learn the mechanics, the Editing Stage will get 

easier for you as you write.



Editing Stage

+ The Editing Stage is also considered the Proofreading Stage.

+ It never hurts to get a second set of eyes on your writing. Your 
eyes may have glossed over mistakes, whether tiny or large, 

and your brain may have ignored fixing them.

+ Reading your paper out loud is a great technique to catch 
sentences that may not be grammatically correct.

+ YYour voice will naturally 
pause where words are 
missing or where words just 
might not make sense.



Publishing Stage

+ The Publishing Stage consists of a few options.

+ Publishing may be as simple as turning in your 
paper to your professor, or it may consist of being 
published online, in a database, or with a publishing 
company.

+ This may be the moment in which you consider your 
paper to be finished or ready to be shared with your 
audience!



Final Thoughts

+ Let's go through the 

Five Step Writing 
Process one more 
time.

+ Does every step 
seem necessary?

+ Do you struggle with 

one Stage more than 

another?

+ What works best for 
you?



Final Thoughts

+ Again, the Writing Process 
may be different for 
everyone.

+ Try different tactics to make 
the Writing Process work best 
for you.

+ We are all writers, after all!


